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Author’s response to reviews:

Response Letter

Point by point response to the reviewer’s comments:

Reviewer 1

o In the section 'Funding', please also describe the role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript
Response: This study has been funded by Cairo University Hospitals. The funding body contributed with research equipment. They did not have any influence on study design, data collection, analysis and interpretation of study data, or writing of the manuscript (page 15. Line 15)

We note that three authors have the same initials (MA). To distinguish between them in the Authors’ Contributions section please designate them as MA1, MA2 and MA3 with MA1

Response: The requested changes were done (P15 line 23).

We note that two authors have the same initials (AH). To distinguish between them in the Authors’ Contributions section please designate them as AH1 and AH2

Response: The requested changes were done (P15 line 23).

We note that the Authors’ Contributions section, the initials IF and JL have been included. However, they do not correlate with any of the authors listed.

Response: IF was written by mistake and JL is changed to JT (Jean Luis Teboul) P15 line 23

Please consider the list of authors as it currently stands with reference to our guidelines regarding qualification for authorship.

Response: the details of authors contribution were clarified P16 line 1